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Abstract 
The paper presents the usage of mathematical theory of evidence in maritime and offshore applications. This 

paper brings together a collection of some research on the Dempster–Shafer theory of belief functions. By 

bridging fuzzy logic and probabilistic reasoning, the theory of belief functions has become a primary tool for 

knowledge representation and uncertainty reasoning in expert systems. This paper can serve as the 

authoritative reference in the field of evidential reasoning and an important archival reference in a wide range 

of areas including uncertainty reasoning in artificial intelligence and decision making in maritime and 

offshore applications, in management, engineering and transport, in marine shipping, coastal management, 

navigation, surveillance, monitoring and observation. In particular the paper describes uncertainty reasoning 

approaches to decision making in maritime and offshore applications, possible applications in safety-based 

assessment, Coastal Management Expert System, mathematical theory of evidence in marine navigation, the 

optimisation problem of monitoring stations distribution and finally the facility location and location science. 

 

 

Introduction. Dempster–Shafer Theory 
(DST) of evidence 

The Dempster–Shafer theory (DST) is a mathe-

matical theory of evidence [1]. It allows one to 

combine evidence from different sources and  

arrive at a degree of belief (represented by a belief  

function) that takes into account all the available 

evidence. The theory was first developed by Arthur 

P. Dempster [2] and Glenn Shafer [1].  

In the last 30–40 years, belief functions have 

penetrated into many scientific areas, technological 

projects, and educational enterprises. By bridging 

fuzzy logic and probabilistic reasoning, the theory 

of belief functions has become a primary tool for 

knowledge representation and uncertain reasoning 

in expert systems. Thanks to the availability of 

powerful computers and user-friendly software, 

belief functions have been widely applied to busi-

ness, engineering, and medical problems. The  

applications include auditing, process engineering, 

quality control, decision support, electronic com-

merce, transportation, financial asset evaluation, 

information fusion, information retrieval, knowl-

edge management, medical diagnosis, mobile ser-

vices, natural resource detection, network security, 

object classification, risk management, software 

engineering, target tracking, etc. [3]. 

Uncertainty reasoning approaches to 
decision making in maritime and offshore 
applications 

Many different formal techniques have been  

developed over the past three decades for dealing 

with uncertain information for decision making. In 

this paper it is reviewed some of the most important 

ones, i.e.: Bayesian theory of probability, Demp-

ster–Shafer theory of evidence, and fuzzy set theory 

[4], describe how they work and in what ways they 

differ from one another, and show their strength 

and weakness respectively, as well as their connec-

tion. It was also considered hybrid approaches 

which combine two or more approximate reasoning 

techniques within a single reasoning framework. 

These have been proposed to address limitations 

in the use of individual techniques. The study is 

intended to provide guidance in the process of  
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developing frameworks for safety-based decision 

analysis using different methods for reasoning  

under uncertainty [5].  

In conventional information processing tech-

niques it is often assumed that problems are well 

structured, complete information is always avail-

able and information processing procedures can be 

clearly defined. However, in many real world deci-

sion making problems, this is not always the case 

and decisions making is often associated with  

uncertainty. “Uncertainty” is a context dependent 

concept. There does not exist a comprehensive and 

unique definition of uncertainty. One definition of 

uncertainty is given as follows [6]: “Uncertainty is 

a situation in which a person does not have the 

quantitatively and qualitatively appropriate infor-

mation to describe, prescribe or predict determinis-

tically and numerically a system, its behaviour or 

other characteristics.” 

Possible Aplication in Maritime and 
Offshore Safety-Based Assessment  

Offshore safety analysis involves examining the 

proposed design of an offshore installation or a well 

to identify potentially hazardous situations and 

assess associated risks in order to provide a rational 

basis for determining where risk reduction meas-

ures are required. Qualitative and quantitative 

safety assessment approaches or their mixture are 

often carried out to study the risk of a system in 

term of the probability of occurrence of each hazard 

and its possible consequences. Generally, the  

process of risk assessment is initially performed 

qualitatively and later extended quantitatively to 

include data when it becomes available.  

Probabilistic safety / risk analysis relies on sta-

tistical methods and databases that can be used 

to identify numerical probability and consequence 

values for risk assessment. Quantitative risk  

assessment is a means of estimating and evaluating 

numerical risks from a particular hazardous activ-

ity. However, the lack of data for risk assessment 

may present a problem if past experience and  

historical information is not available [7].  

It is worth noting that many typical safety  

assessment approaches may be difficult to use in 

situations where there is a lack of information, past 

experience, or ill-defined situation in risk analysis 

[7]. In certain circumstances, probability theory can 

be a powerful tool. However, very often the type of 

uncertainty encountered in offshore projects does 

not fit the axiomatic basis of probability theory, 

simply because uncertainty in these projects is  

usually caused by the inherent fuzziness of the  

parameter estimate rather than randomness.  

The operation of a ship, an offshore installation 

or a port is also associated with a high level of  

uncertainty because it usually operates in a very 

changeable environment while human errors and 

organisational malfunctions play an important role 

in many possible accidents. To facilitate safety 

based design / operation decision making, it is  

required to model risks in various situations with 

confidence. This certainly needs flexible risk  

modelling and decision making techniques to be 

developed and applied.  

The use of fuzzy production rules in a fuzzy  

inference system, where the conditional part and/or 

the conclusions contain linguistic variables, can 

handle such uncertainty well [6]. This greatly  

reduces the need for an expert, or a safety analyst, 

to know the precise point at which a risk factor 

exists. Linguistic variables are commonly used to 

represent risk factors in risk analysis. As in tradi-

tional risk analysis, the assessment is based on the 

failure rate or frequency of occurrence, the severity 

of an item failure and the failure consequence prob-

ability (the probability that consequences happen 

given the occurrence of the item failure). The three 

fundamental parameters failure rate, consequence 

severity and failure consequence probability are 

represented by natural languages, which can be 

further described by membership functions.  

The safety of a structure is often determined by 

all the associated failure events/modes of each indi-

vidual component that makes up the structure. 

A component usually has several failure events / 

modes. Problem may then arise as to how uncertain 

evaluations of safety analyses of all the failure 

events / modes of a component may be synthesized 

in a rational way so as to attain an (often uncertain) 

evaluation of the safety of the component. The 

problem may be ultimately generalized to estimate 

the safety of a system with a hierarchy. In such 

a hierarchical synthesis process, the evidential  

reasoning (ER) approach may be one of the most 

useful methods for aggregation of multiple subjec-

tive factors (criteria).  

The ER approach for multiple criteria decision 

analysis (MCDA) under uncertainty has been  

developed and evolved over a number of years. 

Recently, the ER approach has been combined with 

fuzzy sets, leading to a hybrid fuzzy evidential  

reasoning approach. This hybrid approach resolves 

problems in traditional MCDA methods and has the 

following features [5]: 1) It allows the analyst to 

evaluate risks associated with item failure modes by 

directly using linguistic terms that are employed in 

making the criticality assessment; 2) Ambiguous, 

qualitative, or imprecise information, as well as 
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quantitative data, can be used in the assessment 

under the same framework and handled in a consis-

tent manner; 3) It provides a more flexible structure 

for combining severity, occurrence, and detect-

ability parameters; and 4) It provides a systematic 

and rigorous procedure for aggregating assessment 

information to arrive at final conclusions. 

Coastal Management Expert System – 
Value of Evidence Theory  

Coastal data and information comprise a mas-

sive and complex resource, which is vital to the 

practice of Integrated Coastal Zone Management 

(ICZM), an increasingly important application. 

ICZM is just as complex, but uses a holistic  

approach to deal with the sophistication. The appli-

cation domain and its resource require a tool of 

matching characteristics, which is facilitated by 

the current wide availability of high performance 

computing  

COAMES (COAstal Management Expert Sys-

tem) is an object-oriented expert system, consisting 

of a user interface, a database, an object-oriented 

knowledge base (incorporating both the expert’s 

factual knowledge and the process knowledge  

embodied in models) and most importantly an  

inference engine. Within the inference engine are 

algorithms to calculate belief with uncertainty 

through the Dempster–Shafer Theory of Evidence 

as expert systems, by their very nature, deal with 

a lot of uncertain data, information and knowledge. 

The theory of evidence is one of several methods 

that have been used to combine or integrate uncer-

tain information for inference – these include  

Bayes theorem, certainty factors and fuzzy sets. For  

example, Bayes’ theorem is the most common 

method of evidence combination for interdependent 

probabilities (each of which represents a piece of 

evidence), calculating uncertainty about the likeli-

hood of a particular event occurring, given a piece 

of evidence [8]. 

The Dempster–Shafer theory of evidence [1, 2] 

is an extension of Bayes theorem. It waives the 

need for exhaustive prior or conditional probabili-

ties before calculation can take place and thus  

can be used where evidence is lacking or where 

evidence is based on vague perceptions.  

COAMES has an object-oriented knowledge 

structure, where modelling is formed through the 

functions and attributes belonging to objects in 

reality. For example, objects may contain geomor-

phological rules and are classified within the proto-

type domain.  

A compelling tool to model what is not known 

lies within the Dempster–Shafer method of infer-

encing with uncertainty. This is the inference 

method used by COAMES, and unlike other such 

techniques (e.g. Bayes), it quantifies the unknown 

with an ignorance value. Given the demand for 

holism within ICZM and the acknowledged gaps in 

coastal data and information, this is an extremely 

powerful capability. 

The ignorance value used in evidence theory 

can be used to suggest where thematic (and, with 

implementation of the relevant rule hierarchies, 

spatial and temporal) gaps exist. This disclosure 

can be used to plan and prioritise collection of  

future coastal data. When any new coastal data 

augments the current database it should be the job 

of the expert system (armed with ignorance values) 

to suggest under which thematic category that data 

is best placed or even suggest a new category. The 

use of ignorance may start to address one of the 

weaknesses of expert systems, that they are no good 

at recognising when they fail, or if no answer exists 

or if the user query is outside of the stored exper-

tise. Evidence theory was used for similar purposes, 

to search for mineral deposits in unexplored areas 

where there have been no known mineral occur-

rences.  

The Dempster–Shafer theory also provides 

a practical means to integrate belief placed in 

groups of knowledge, which has been discussed in 

the context of properties of a grouping not being 

predictable from the individual properties of its 

constituents. This ability makes the theory valuable, 

particularly given the importance attached to inte-

gration in ICZM. This is effected by methods of 

rule combination and supersets; the capability of 

explicitly refuting a rule has also been proved [8]. 

Mathematical theory of evidence in marine 
navigation 

Plenty of various quality data are available to 

the officer of watch. The data of various qualities 

comes from different navigational aids. This kind 

of data creates new challenge regarding information 

association. The challenge is met by Mathematical 

Theory of Evidence. The theory delivers methods 

enabling combination of various sources of data. 

Results of association have informative context 

increased. Associated data enable the navigator 

to refine his position and his status regarding  

dangerous places. The procedure involves uncer-

tainty, ambiguity and vague evidence. Imprecise 

and incomplete evidence can be combined using 

extended Dempster–Shafer reasoning scheme. It 

was discussed by Filipowicz in [9, 10, 11], and 

Neumann in [12, 13, 14]. 
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One of typical problem in navigation is related 

to position fixing. The aim of the position inter-

pretation is to find out what the distance from  

nearest navigational obstacle (danger) could be. 

The distance given as crisp value is not of primary 

importance instead it subjective assessment really 

matters. Subjectivity should embrace local condi-

tion. Nevertheless safe or sufficient distance value 

is to be maintained everywhere and all the time. 

Example of the set of fuzzy-valued subjective  

distances is shown in figure 1 [9]. 

 

 

very close 

sufficient 

close 

safe 

very safe 

 

Fig. 1. Distances from an obstacle (danger) expressed as fuzzy 

values [9] 

Officer of watch has to use different naviga-

tional aids in order to refine position of the vessel. 

To combine various sources he uses his common 

sense or relies on traditional way of data associa-

tion. So far Kalman filter proved to be most famous 

method of data integration. Mathematical Theory of 

Evidence delivers new ability. It can be used for 

data combination that results in their enrichment. 

Dempster–Shafer scheme initially designed for 

crisp data association now is widely used to cope 

with imprecision, which is expressed by intervals or 

fuzzy values. Assignment of masses of evidence to 

each of events at hand creates belief structure. 

Crisp, interval-valued and fuzzy-valued belief 

structures are distinguished. The most important 

conclusion that can be drawn is that with help of 

MTE quantification of imprecise statement is pos-

sible. With at least two navigational aids engaged 

credibility that the distance from an obstacle is safe 

receives its unique, although interval or fuzzy- 

-valued belief. 

Shortage of knowledge or incomplete evidence 

creates another kind of uncertainty. Epistemic or 

subjective uncertainty results from insufficient or 

vague evidence. Question of identity of new spotted 

object refers to this sort of uncertainty. It is quite 

often when observer at monitoring station spots 

new radar mark and tries to find out what vessel 

this could be. Usually, there is some evidence 

available, for example radar echo signature and 

estimate of speed can be helpful. Modern AIS tech-

nology transfers data useful in identification. Prob-

lem was discussed by Filipowicz [9, 10, 11]. Navi-

gational aids deliver plenty of data used for position 

fixing. The quality of data is different and depends 

on many factors. Such imprecise and sometimes 

incomplete data are further combined for position 

refinement. Quantifying navigational status regard-

ing an obstacle is crucial from safety standards 

point of view. 

The optimisation problem of monitoring 
stations distribution 

The level of object detection allows for effort-

less conversion to optimisation problem of moni-

tored area coverage. Development of such task 

enables such distribution of monitoring stations that 

maintains the detection rate higher than the as-

sumed value. An appropriate rate level is achieved 

by covering the analysed set of points with suffi-

cient number of monitoring stations. Combining 

evidence allows for calculating corresponding  

parameters for each set of observing equipment. 

A highly significant issue during the planning 

and construction of the shore observatory / monitor-

ing stations network is undoubtedly their proper 

location, as the success of the entire investment 

depends on the correct positioning. The criterion 

for project evaluation may be adopted on the basis 

of the extent of coverage of the monitored area, the 

number of monitoring stations used for this purpose 

and, hence, the degree of maritime transport safety. 

Restrictions imposed on such dilemma require 

a thorough analysis of the issue long before the 

realisation of the project. Problem analysis ought to 

focus on the placement of shore stations primarily. 

During the problem analysis various possible  

locations and monitoring station types should be  

regarded. The results of completed analysis should 

answer the question which of the possible locations 

are the best for creating the sufficient network of 

the shore monitoring stations. 

Above all, the choice of location ought to fulfil 

marine shipping safety requirements, which are to 

a great extent related to the warranty for the moni-

tored area coverage, as well as various technical 

and economic aspects. Provided the system con-

structed is a mere expansion of an already existing 

maritime traffic monitoring system, it ought to take 

into account existing monitoring infrastructure.  

Optimisation is determining the finest solution, 

therefore, finding the extremum of given function 

in terms of specified criterion (e.g., cost, time,  

distance, efficiency). 
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The optimisation of monitoring stations distribu-

tion is achieved by such location of stations that 

makes the tracking surface of the monitored area 

nearest to the overall surface of study area. Obtain-

ing equality in two aforementioned surfaces marks 

an ideal state of no occurrence of shaded area. The 

usage of a given kind of monitoring stations affects 

the type and size of shaded areas resulting from 

environmental impact.  

Arrangement of shore stations seeks to maxi-

mise the tracking (monitoring, surveillance) area 

while minimising the number of newly built moni-

toring stations. Object-caused bind spots may be 

eliminated by installing higher number of monitor-

ing stations in various locations in a manner  

enabling their range to cover the entire monitoring 

area. This goal may be achieved by using a number 

of additional monitoring stations. However, one of 

the regarded optimisation criteria are economic 

conditions, additionally: the characteristics of the 

terrain where stations are to be built, technical pos-

sibilities of connecting stations to the network. The 

presented approach has been implemented in the 

computer application allowing for analysing mari-

time areas, proposing a distribution of monitoring 

stations, as well as for comparative assessment of 

existing area monitoring schemes [14]. The visuali-

sation of the results is presented in the fgure 2. 

Facility location and location science 

Facility location problems investigate where 

to physically locate a set of facilities (resources, 

stations, etc.), so as to minimize the cost of satisfy-

ing some set of demands (customers) subject to 

some set of constraints. Location decisions are  

integral to a particular system’s ability to satisfy its 

demands in an efficient manner. In addition,  

because these decisions can have lasting impacts, 

facility location decisions will also affect the  

system’s flexibility to meet these demands as they 

evolve over time. 

Facility location models are used in a wide  

variety of applications. These include, but are not 

limited to, locating warehouses within a supply 

chain to minimize the average time to market,  

locating hazardous material sites to minimize expo-

sure to the public, locating railroad stations to 

minimize the variability of delivery schedules,  

locating automatic teller machines to best serve the 

bank’s customers, locating a coastal search and 

rescue station to minimize the maximum response 

time to maritime accidents, and locating a monitor-

ing stations to cover monitored area. These six 

problems fall under the realm of facility location 

research, yet they all have different objective func-

tions. Indeed, facility location models can differ in 

their objective function, the distance metric applied, 

the number and size of the facilities to locate, and 

several other decision indices. Depending on the 

specific application, inclusion and consideration of 

these various indice in the problem formulation will 

lead to very different location models [15]. 

There exist two predominant objective functions 

in location science: minisum and minimax. These 

are also known as the median and centre problems, 

respectively. The diametrics of these objective 

functions also exist (maxisum and maximin),  

although they are somewhat less studied. Other 

objective functions are also studied within the loca-

      

Fig. 2. Results of analysis for the experimental area of the Gulf of Gdańsk for the three observation stations – belief and plausibility 

functions 
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tion science community, especially recently. The 

most notable of these are the set covering and 

maximal covering objective functions. The former 

of these two objectives attempts to locate the mini-

mum number of new facilities such that a pre-

scribed distance constraint to existing facilities is 

not violated. In contrast, the latter strives to locate 

a given number of facilities to best meet the 

(weighted) demands of the existing facilities  

subject to a maximum distance between new and 

existing facility. It should be noted that for the set 

covering formulation, because all of the demands 

must be met (covered) regardless, the relative 

weight of the demands generated by the existing 

facilities are inconsequential, whereas in the maxi-

mal covering objective some existing facility  

demands may be left unmet (uncovered). 

Location problems are generally solved on one 

of three basic spaces: continuous spaces (spatial), 

discrete spaces, and network spaces. The first of 

these three deals with location problems on a con-

tinuous space (in one, two, or three dimensions) 

where any location within the realm is a feasible 

location for a new facility. The second looks at 

problems where locations must be chosen from 

a pre-defined set while the third looks at location 

problems that are confined to the arcs and nodes of 

an underlying network [15]. 

Conclusions 

This paper has presented an example of the 

commonly used uncertainty handling theories, i.e.: 

Bayesian theory of probability, Dempster–Shafer 

theory of evidence and fuzzy set theory in maritime 

and offshore application. This includes the discus-

sions about how they work, in what ways they dif-

fer from one another, what are their strengths and 

weaknesses, and how they could be used jointly. 

Moreover, the possible application of these ap-

proaches in marine and offshore safety assessment 

is also outlined. Discussion is intended to provide 

guidance in the process of developing frameworks 

for safety-based decision analysis using different 

methods for reasoning under uncertainty.  

It should be necessary and potentially beneficial 

to apply the three kinds of uncertainty theories to 

offshore and marine safety-based assessment and 

decision-making. The selection of uncertainty han-

dling approaches depends on the availability of 

failure data (quantitative and qualitative informa-

tion), the indenture level of the analysis required, 

the degree of complexity of the interrelations in 

a design, the level of innovation in the design, the 

causes of “uncertainty”, and languages required by 

the final observer. 

The paper has presented also the usage of 

mathematical theory of evidence in evaluating of 

the possibility of object detection by monitoring 

stations. The level of object detection allows for 

effortless conversion to optimisation problem of 

monitored area coverage. Development of such task 

enables such distribution of monitoring stations 

that maintains the detection rate higher than the 

assumed value. The usage of software engineering 

methods in simulation study on distribution of 

shore monitoring stations is not limited solely to the 

possibility of realising a project of such type on the 

basis of model derived from this field. The main 

purpose of the application is to determine locations 

of shore observation points (taking into account 

facility location problems) in order to ensure the 

control, management and maritime traffic control in 

areas of limited surface.  
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